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Nkrumaism and African Social 

Work 
 

Kwame Nkrumah became the first Prime Minister of Ghana in 1952 (and later 

President in 1966) after the country achieved independence from Britain. He 

promoted a pan-Africanist ideology now known as Nkrumaism (at times called 

Consciencism). The Africanist’s ideas are crucial for social work teaching and 

practice. In this document, the African Social Work Network (ASWNet) presents 

his speech at the founding of the Organization of African Unity (OAU) in 1963) 

and an introduction from his 1965 book titled Neo-Colonialism, the Last Stage of 
imperialism. These texts have been provided with an aim of making them 

accessible to African students, practitioners and lecturers who might not have 

access to them. This resource will be useful for subjects like Social Development, 

Socio-Economic Development, Globalisation, Law and Policy, Politics and Social 

Work, radical Social Work, Decolonisation, Research and many others. 
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Nkrumah’s great speech of 1963 
 

 

 

 

 
Dr. Kwame Nkrumah speaks energetically in Addis Ababa in 1963 

 

 

(The audio version of the speech has been made available online by several people, 

and can be listened to or watched here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-

XAlNNcYxCc or here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67YmKQ_UwYw)  

 

 

“I am happy to be here in Addis Ababa on this most historic occasion. I   bring 

with me the hopes and fraternal greetings of the government and people of Ghana. 

 

Our objective is African union now. There is no time to waste. We must unite now 

or perish. I am confident that by our concerted effort and determination, we shall 

lay here the foundations for a continental Union of African States. 

 

A whole continent has imposed a mandate upon us to lay the foundation of our 

union at this conference. It is our responsibility to execute this mandate by creating 

here and now, the formula upon which the requisite superstructure may be created. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XAlNNcYxCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XAlNNcYxCc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=67YmKQ_UwYw
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On this continent, it has not taken us long to discover that the struggle against 

colonialism does not end with the attainment of national independence. 

Independence is only the prelude to a new and more involved struggle for the right 

to conduct our own economic and social affairs; to construct our society according 

to our aspirations, unhampered by crushing and humiliating neo-colonialist 

controls and interference. 

 

From the start we have been threatened with frustration where rapid change is 

imperative and with instability where sustained effort and ordered rule are 

indispensable. No sporadic act nor pious resolution can resolve our present 

problems. Nothing will be of avail, except the united act of a united Africa. 

 

We have already reached the stage where we must unite or sink into that condition 

which has made Latin America the unwilling and distressed prey of imperialism 

after one-and-a-half centuries of political independence. 

 

As a continent, we have emerged into independence in a different age, with 

imperialism grown stronger, more ruthless and experienced, and more dangerous 

in its international associations. Our economic advancement demands the end of 

colonialist and neo-colonialist domination of Africa. 

 

But just as we understood that the shaping of our national destinies required of 

each of us our political independence and bent all our strength to this attainment, 

so we must recognise that our economic independence resides in our African 

union and requires the same concentration upon the political achievement. 

 

The unity of our continent, no less than our separate independence, will be delayed 

if, indeed, we do not lose it, by hobnobbing with colonialism. 

 

African unity is, above all, a political kingdom which can only be gained by political 

means. The social and economic development of Africa will come only within the 

political kingdom, not the other way round. 

 

Is it not unity alone that can weld us into an effective force, capable of creating our 

own progress and making our valuable contribution to world peace? Which 

independent African state, which of you here, will claim that its financial structure 

and banking institutions are fully harnessed to its national development? 

 

Which will claim that its material resources and human energies are available for 

its own national aspirations? Which will disclaim a substantial measure of 

disappointment and disillusionment in its agricultural and urban development? In 
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independent Africa, we are already re-experiencing the instability and frustration 

which existed under colonial rule. 

 

We are fast learning that political independence is not enough to rid us of the 

consequences of colonial rule. The movement of the masses of the people of Africa 

for freedom from that kind of rule was not only a revolt against the conditions 

which it imposed. Our people supported us in our fight for independence because 

they believed that African governments could cure the ills of the past in a way which 

could never be accomplished under colonial rule. 

 

If, therefore, now that we are independent we allow the same conditions to exist 

that existed in colonial days, all the resentment which overthrew colonialism will 

be mobilised against us. The resources are there. It is for us to marshal them in the 

active service of our people. 

 

Unless we do this by our concerted efforts, within the framework of our combined 

planning, we shall not progress at the tempo demanded by today’s events and the 

mood of our people. The symptoms of our troubles will grow, and the troubles 

themselves become chronic. It will then be too late for pan-African unity to secure 

for us stability and tranquillity in our labours for a continent of social justice and 

material wellbeing. 

 

Our continent certainly exceeds all the others in potential hydroelectric power, 

which some experts assess as 42% of the world’s total. What need is there for us to 

remain hewers of wood and drawers of water for the industrialised areas of the 

world? 

 

It is said, of course, that we have no capital, no industrial skill, no communications, 

and no internal markets, and that we cannot even agree among ourselves how best 

to utilise our resources for our own social needs. Yet all stock exchanges in the 

world are preoccupied with Africa’s gold, diamonds, uranium, platinum, copper 

and iron ore. 

 

Our capital flows out in streams to irrigate the whole system of Western economy. 

Fifty-two per cent of the gold in Fort Knox at this moment, where the USA stores 

its bullion, is believed to have originated from our shores. Africa provides more 

than 60% of the world’s gold. 

 

A great deal of the uranium for nuclear power, of copper for electronics, of 

titanium for supersonic projectiles, of iron and steel for heavy industries, of other 

minerals and raw materials for lighter industries – the basic economic might of the 

foreign powers – come from our continent. 
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Experts have estimated that the Congo Basin alone can produce enough food crops 

to satisfy the requirements of nearly half the population of the whole world, and 

here we sit talking about gradualism, talking about step by step. 

 

Are you afraid to tackle the bull by the horn? For centuries, Africa has been the 

milch cow of the Western world. Was it not our continent that helped the Western 

world to build up its accumulated wealth? 

 

We have the resources. It was colonialism in the first place that prevented us from 

accumulating the effective capital; but we ourselves have failed to make full use of 

our power in independence to mobilise our resources for the most effective take-

off into thorough-going economic and social development. 

 

We have been too busy nursing our separate states to understand fully the basic 

need of our union, rooted in common purpose, common planning and common 

endeavour. 

 

A union that ignores these fundamental necessities will be but a sham. It is only by 

uniting our productive capacity and the resultant production that we can amass 

capital. And once we start, the momentum will increase. With capital controlled 

by our own banks, harnessed to our own true industrial and agricultural 

development, we shall make our advance. 

 

We shall accumulate machinery and establish steel works, iron foundries and 

factories; we shall link the various states of our continent with communications by 

land, sea, and air. We shall cable from one place to another, phone from one place 

to the other and astound the world with our hydro-electric power; we shall drain 

marshes and swamps, clear infested areas, feed the undernourished, and rid our 

people of parasites and disease. 

 

Camels and Donkeys No More 
 

It is within the possibility of science and technology to make even the Sahara bloom 

into a vast field with verdant vegetation for agricultural and industrial development. 

We shall harness the radio, television, giant printing presses to lift our people from 

the dark recesses of illiteracy. A decade ago, these would have been visionary 

words, the fantasies of an idle dreamer. But this is the age in which science has 

transcended the limits of the material world, and technology has invaded the 

silences of nature. 

 

Time and space have been reduced to unimportant abstractions. Giant machines 

make roads, clear forests, dig dams, lay out aerodromes; monster trucks and planes 

distribute goods; huge laboratories manufacture drugs; complicated geological 
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surveys are made; mighty power stations are built; colossal factories erected – all at 

an incredible speed. The world is no longer moving through bush paths or on 

camels and donkeys. 

 

We cannot afford to pace our needs, our development, our security, to the gait of 

camels and donkeys. We cannot afford not to cut down the overgrown bush of 

outmoded attitudes that obstruct our path to the modern open road of the widest 

and earliest achievement of economic independence and the raising up of the lives 

of our people to the highest level. 

 

Even for other continents lacking the resources of Africa, this is the age that sees 

the end of human want. For us it is a simple matter of grasping with certainty our 

heritage by using the political might of unity. All we need to do is to develop with 

our united strength the enormous resources of our continent. 

 

What use to the farmer is education and mechanisation, what use is even capital 

for development, unless we can ensure for him a fair price and a ready market? 

 

What has the peasant, worker and farmer gained from political independence, 

unless we can ensure for him a fair return for his labour and a higher standard of 

living? Unless we can establish great industrial complexes in Africa, what have the 

urban worker, and those peasants on overcrowded land gained from political 

independence? If they are to remain unemployed or in unskilled occupation, what 

will avail them the better facilities for education, technical training, energy, and 

ambition which independence enables us to provide? 

 

There is hardly any African state without a frontier problem with its adjacent 

neighbours. It would be futile for me to enumerate them because they are already 

so familiar to us all. But let me suggest that this fatal relic of colonialism will drive 

us to war against one another as our unplanned and uncoordinated industrial 

development expands, just as happened in Europe. 

 

Unless we succeed in arresting the danger through mutual understanding on 

fundamental issues and through African unity, which will render existing 

boundaries obsolete and superfluous, we shall have fought in vain for 

independence. 

 

Only African unity can heal this festering sore of boundary disputes between our 

various states. The remedy for these ills is ready in our hands. It stares us in the 

face at every customs barrier, it shouts to us from every African heart. By creating 

a true political union of all the independent states of Africa, with executive powers 

for political direction, we can tackle hopefully every emergency and every 

complexity. 
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This is because we have emerged in the age of science and technology in which 

poverty, ignorance, and disease are no longer the masters, but the retreating foes 

of mankind. Above all, we have emerged at a time when a continental land mass 

like Africa with its population approaching 300 million is necessary to the 

economic capitalisation and profitability of modern productive methods and 

techniques. Not one of us working singly and individually can successfully attain 

the fullest development. 

 

Certainly, in the circumstances, it will not be possible to give adequate assistance to 

sister states trying, against the most difficult conditions, to improve their economic 

and social structures. Only a united Africa functioning under a union government 

can forcefully mobilise the material and moral resources of our separate countries 

and apply them efficiently and energetically to bring a rapid change in the 

conditions of our people. 

 

Unite we must. Without necessarily sacrificing our sovereignties, big or small, we 

can here and now forge a political union based on defence, foreign affairs and 

diplomacy, and a common citizenship, an African currency, an African monetary 

zone, and an African central bank. We must unite in order to achieve the full 

liberation of our continent. 

 

We need a common defence system with African high command to ensure the 

stability and security of Africa. We have been charged with this sacred task by our 

own people, and we cannot betray their trust by failing them. We will be mocking 

the hopes of our people if we show the slightest hesitation or delay in tackling 

realistically this question of African unity. 

 

We need unified economic planning for Africa. Until the economic power of 

Africa is in our hands, the masses can have no real concern and no real interest for 

safeguarding our security, for ensuring the stability of our regimes, and for bending 

their strength to the fulfilment of our ends. 

 

With our united resources, energies and talents we have the means, as soon as we 

show the will, to transform the economic structures of our individual states from 

poverty to that of wealth, from inequality to the satisfaction of popular needs. Only 

on a continental basis shall we be able to plan the proper utilisation of all our 

resources for the full development of our continent. 

 

How else will we retain our own capital for own development? How else will we 

establish an internal market for our own industries? By belonging to different 

economic zones, how will we break down the currency and trading barriers 
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between African states, and how will the economically stronger amongst us be able 

to assist the weaker and less developed states? 

 

It is important to remember that independent financing and independent 

development cannot take place without an independent currency. A currency 

system that is backed by the resources of a foreign state is ipso facto subject to the 

trade and financial arrangements of that foreign country. 

 

Because we have so many customs and currency barriers as a result of being subject 

to the different currency systems of foreign powers, this has served to widen the 

gap between us in Africa. How, for example, can related communities and families 

trade with, and support one another successfully, if they find themselves divided by 

national boundaries and currency restrictions? The only alternative open to them 

in these circumstances is to use smuggled currency and enrich national and 

international racketeers and crooks who prey upon our financial and economic 

difficulties. 

 

Our Resources 
 

No independent African state today by itself has a chance to follow an independent 

course of economic development, and many of us who have tried to do this have 

been almost ruined or have had to return to the fold of the former colonial rulers. 

 

This position will not change unless we have a unified policy working at the 

continental level. The first step towards our cohesive economy would be a unified 

monetary zone, with, initially, an agreed common parity for our currencies. To 

facilitate this arrangement, Ghana would change to a decimal system. 

 

When we find that the arrangement of a fixed common parity is working 

successfully, there would seem to be no reason for not instituting one common 

currency and a single bank of issue. 

 

With a common currency from one common bank of issue, we should be able to 

stand erect on our own feet because such an arrangement would be fully backed 

by the combined national products of the states composing the union. After all, the 

purchasing power of money depends on productivity and the productive 

exploitation of the natural, human and physical resources of the nation. 

 

While we are assuring our stability by a common defence system, and our economy 

is being orientated beyond foreign control by a common currency, monetary zone, 

and central bank of issue, we can investigate the resources of our continent. 
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We can begin to ascertain whether in reality we are the richest, and not, as we have 

been taught to believe, the poorest among the continents. We can determine 

whether we possess the largest potential in hydro-electric power, and whether we 

can harness it and other sources of energy to our industries. We can proceed to 

plan our industrialisation on a continental scale, and to build up a common market 

for nearly 300 million people. Common continental planning for the industrial and 

agricultural development of Africa is a vital necessity! 

 

So many blessings flow from our unity; so many disasters must follow on our 

continued disunity. The hour of history which has brought us to this assembly is a 

revolutionary hour. It is the hour of decision. 

 

The masses of the people of Africa are crying for unity. The people of Africa call 

for the breaking down of the boundaries that keep them apart. They demand an 

end to the border disputes between sister African states – disputes that arise out of 

the artificial barriers raised by colonialism. It was colonialism’s purpose that 

divided us. It was colonialism’s purpose that left us with our border irredentism, 

that rejected our ethnic and cultural fusion. 

 

Our people call for unity so that they may not lose their patrimony in the perpetual 

service of neo-colonialism. In their fervent push for unity, they understand that 

only its realisation will give full meaning to their freedom and our African 

independence. 

 

It is this popular determination that must move us on to a union of independent 

African states. In delay lies danger to our well-being, to our very existence as free 

states. It has been suggested that our approach to unity should be gradual, that it 

should go piecemeal. This point of view conceives of Africa as a static entity with 

“frozen” problems which can be eliminated one by one and when all have been 

cleared then we can come together and say: “Now all is well, let us now unite.” 

 

This view takes no account of the impact of external pressures. Nor does it take 

cognisance of the danger that delay can deepen our isolations and exclusiveness; 

that it can enlarge our differences and set us drifting further and further apart into 

the net of neo-colonialism, so that our union will become nothing but a fading 

hope, and the great design of Africa’s full redemption will be lost, perhaps, forever. 

 

The Dangers of Regionalism 
 

The view is also expressed that our difficulties can be resolved simply by a greater 

collaboration through cooperative association in our inter-territorial relationships. 

This way of looking at our problems denies a proper conception of their inter-

relationship and mutuality. It denies faith in a future for African advancement in 
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African independence. It betrays a sense of solution only in continued reliance 

upon external sources through bilateral agreements for economic and other forms 

of aid. 

 

The fact is that although we have been cooperating and associating with one 

another in various fields of common endeavour even before colonial times, this 

has not given us the continental identity and the political and economic force which 

would help us to deal effectively with the complicated problems confronting us in 

Africa today. 

 

As far as foreign aid is concerned, a United Africa should be in a more favourable 

position to attract assistance from foreign sources. There is the far more compelling 

advantage which this arrangement offers, in that aid will come from anywhere to a 

United Africa because our bargaining power would become infinitely greater. We 

shall no longer be dependent upon aid from restricted sources. We shall have the 

world to choose from. 

 

What are we looking for in Africa? Are we looking for Charters, conceived in the 

light of the United Nations’ example? A type of United Nations Organisation 

whose decisions are framed on the basis of resolutions that in our experience have 

sometimes been ignored by member states? Where groupings are formed and 

pressures develop in accordance with the interest of the groups concerned? 

 

Or is it intended that Africa should be turned into a loose organisation of states on 

the model of the Organisation of American States, in which the weaker states within 

it can be at the mercy of the stronger or more powerful ones politically or 

economically and all at the mercy of some powerful outside nation or group of 

nations? Is this the kind of association we want for ourselves in the United Africa 

we all speak of with such feeling and emotion? 

 

We all want a united Africa, united not only in our concept of what unity connotes, 

but united in our common desire to move forward together in dealing with all the 

problems that can best be solved only on a continental basis. 

 

We meet here today not as Ghanaians, Guineans, Egyptians, Algerians, 

Moroccans, Malians, Liberians, Congolese or Nigerians, but as Africans. 

 

Africans united in our resolve to remain here until we have agreed on the basic 

principles of a new compact of unity among ourselves which guarantees for us and 

our future a new arrangement of continental government. If we succeed in 

establishing a new set of principles as the basis of a new charter for the 

establishment of a continental unity of Africa, and the creation of social and 
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political progress for our people, then in my view, this conference should mark the 

end of our various groupings and regional blocs. 

 

But if we fail and let this grand and historic opportunity slip by, then we shall give 

way to greater dissension and division among us for which the people of Africa will 

never forgive us. And the popular and progressive forces and movements within 

Africa will condemn us. 

 

I am sure therefore that we shall not fail them. To this end, I propose for your 

consideration the following: As a first step, a declaration of principles uniting and 

binding us together and to which we must all faithfully and loyally adhere, and 

laying the foundations of unity, should be set down. 

 

As a second and urgent step for the realisation of the unification of Africa, an All-

Africa Committee of Foreign Ministers should be set up now. The Committee 

should establish on behalf of the heads of our governments, a permanent body of 

officials and experts to work out a machinery for the union government of Africa. 

 

This body of officials and experts should be made up of two of the best brains from 

each independent African state. The various charters of existing groupings and 

other relevant documents could also be submitted to the officials and experts. 

 

We must also decide on a location where this body of officials and experts will 

work as the new headquarters or capital of our union government. Some central 

place in Africa might be the fairest suggestion, either in Bangui in the Central 

African Republic or Leopoldville [Kinshasa] in Congo. My colleagues may have 

other proposals. 

 

Proposals 
 

The Committee of Foreign Ministers, officials and experts, should be empowered 

to establish:  

1) A commission to frame a constitution for a Union Government of African 

States.  

2) A commission to work out a continent-wide plan for a unified or common 

economic and industrial programme for Africa; this should include 

proposals for setting up:  

1. a common market for Africa;  

2. an African currency;  

3. an African monetary zone;  

4. an African central bank;  

5. a continental communication system;  
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6. a commission to draw up details for a common foreign policy and 

diplomacy;  

7. a commission to produce plans for a common system of defence;  

8. a commission to make proposals for a common African citizenship. 

 

Africa must unite!” 

 

The end  
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Neo-Colonialism, the Last Stage of imperialism 
 

Kwame Nkrumah, 1965 

 

 
London: Thomas Nelson & Sons, Ltd. 

 

Introduction 
 

THE neo-colonialism of today represents imperialism in its final and perhaps its 

most dangerous stage. In the past it was possible to convert a country upon which 

a neo-colonial regime had been imposed — Egypt in the nineteenth century is an 

example — into a colonial territory. Today this process is no longer feasible. Old-

fashioned colonialism is by no means entirely abolished. It still constitutes an 

African problem, but it is everywhere on the retreat. Once a territory has become 

nominally independent it is no longer possible, as it was in the last century, to 

reverse the process. Existing colonies may linger on, but no new colonies will be 

created. In place of colonialism as the main instrument of imperialism we have 

today neo-colonialism. 

 

The essence of neo-colonialism is that the State which is subject to it is, in theory, 

independent and has all the outward trappings of international sovereignty. In 

reality its economic system and thus its political policy is directed from outside. 

 

The methods and form of this direction can take various shapes. For example, in 

an extreme case the troops of the imperial power may garrison the territory of the 

neo-colonial State and control the government of it. More often, however, neo-

colonialist control is exercised through economic or monetary means. The neo-
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colonial State may be obliged to take the manufactured products of the imperialist 

power to the exclusion of competing products from elsewhere. Control over 

government policy in the neo-colonial State may be secured by payments towards 

the cost of running the State, by the provision of civil servants in positions where 

they can dictate policy, and by monetary control over foreign exchange through the 

imposition of a banking system controlled by the imperial power. 

 

Where neo-colonialism exists the power exercising control is often the State which 

formerly ruled the territory in question, but this is not necessarily so. For example, 

in the case of South Vietnam the former imperial power was France, but neo-

colonial control of the State has now gone to the United States. It is possible that 

neo-colonial control may be exercised by a consortium of financial interests which 

are not specifically identifiable with any particular State. The control of the Congo 

by great international financial concerns is a case in point. 

 

The result of neo-colonialism is that foreign capital is used for the exploitation 

rather than for the development of the less developed parts of the world. 

Investment under neo-colonialism increases rather than decreases the gap between 

the rich and the poor countries of the world. 

 

The struggle against neo-colonialism is not aimed at excluding the capital of the 

developed world from operating in less developed countries. It is aimed at 

preventing the financial power of the developed countries being used in such a way 

as to impoverish the less developed. 

 

Non-alignment, as practised by Ghana and many other countries, is based on co-

operation with all States whether they be capitalist, socialist or have a mixed 

economy. Such a policy, therefore, involves foreign investment from capitalist 

countries, but it must be invested in accordance with a national plan drawn up by 

the government of the non-aligned State with its own interests in mind. The issue 

is not what return the foreign investor receives on his investments. He may, in fact, 

do better for himself if he invests in a non-aligned country than if he invests in a 

neo-colonial one. The question is one of power. A State in the grip of neo-

colonialism is not master of its own destiny. It is this factor which makes neo-

colonialism such a serious threat to world peace. The growth of nuclear weapons 

has made out of date the old-fashioned balance of power which rested upon the 

ultimate sanction of a major war. Certainty of mutual mass destruction effectively 

prevents either of the great power blocs from threatening the other with the 

possibility of a world-wide war, and military conflict has thus become confined to 

‘limited wars’. For these neo-colonialism is the breeding ground. 

 

Such wars can, of course, take place in countries which are not neo-colonialist 

controlled. Indeed their object may be to establish in a small but independent 
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country a neo-colonialist regime. The evil of neo-colonialism is that it prevents the 

formation of those large units which would make impossible ‘limited war’. To give 

one example: if Africa was united, no major power bloc would attempt to subdue 

it by limited war because from the very nature of limited war, what can be achieved 

by it is itself limited. It is, only where small States exist that it is possible, by landing 

a few thousand marines or by financing a mercenary force, to secure a decisive 

result. 

 

The restriction of military action of ‘limited wars’ is, however, no guarantee of 

world peace and is likely to be the factor which will ultimately involve the great 

power blocs in a world war, however much both are determined to avoid it. 

 

Limited war, once embarked upon, achieves a momentum of its own. Of this, the 

war in South Vietnam is only one example. It escalates despite the desire of the 

great power blocs to keep it limited. While this particular war may be prevented 

from leading to a world conflict, the multiplication of similar limited wars can only 

have one end-world war and the terrible consequences of nuclear conflict. 

 

Neo-colonialism is also the worst form of imperialism. For those who practise it, it 

means power without responsibility and for those who suffer from it, it means 

exploitation without redress. In the days of old-fashioned colonialism, the imperial 

power had at least to explain and justify at home the actions it was taking abroad. 

In the colony those who served the ruling imperial power could at least look to its 

protection against any violent move by their opponents. With neo-colonialism 

neither is the case. 

 

Above all, neo-colonialism, like colonialism before it, postpones the facing of the 

social issues which will have to be faced by the fully developed sector of the world 

before the danger of world war can be eliminated or the problem of world poverty 

resolved. 

 

Neo-colonialism, like colonialism, is an attempt to export the social conflicts of the 

capitalist countries. The temporary success of this policy can be seen in the ever 

widening gap between the richer and the poorer nations of the world. But the 

internal contradictions and conflicts of neo-colonialism make it certain that it 

cannot endure as a permanent world policy. How it should be brought to an end 

is a problem that should be studied, above all, by the developed nations of the 

world, because it is they who will feel the full impact of the ultimate failure. The 

longer it continues the more certain it is that its inevitable collapse will destroy the 

social system of which they have made it a foundation. 

 

The reason for its development in the post-war period can be briefly summarised. 

The problem which faced the wealthy nations of the world at the end of the second 
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world war was the impossibility of returning to the pre-war situation in which there 

was a great gulf between the few rich and the many poor. Irrespective of what 

particular political party was in power, the internal pressures in the rich countries 

of the world were such that no post-war capitalist country could survive unless it 

became a ‘Welfare State’. There might be differences in degree in the extent of the 

social benefits given to the industrial and agricultural workers, but what was 

everywhere impossible was a return to the mass unemployment and to the low level 

of living of the pre-war years. 

 

From the end of the nineteenth century onwards, colonies had been regarded as a 

source of wealth which could be used to mitigate the class conflicts in the capitalist 

States and, as will be explained later, this policy had some success. But it failed in 

‘its ultimate object because the pre-war capitalist States were so organised internally 

that the bulk of the profit made from colonial possessions found its way into the 

pockets of the capitalist class and not into those of the workers. Far from achieving 

the object intended, the working-class parties at times tended to identify their 

interests with those of the colonial peoples and the imperialist powers found 

themselves engaged upon a conflict on two fronts, at home with their own workers 

and abroad against the growing forces of colonial liberation. 

 

The post-war period inaugurated a very different colonial policy. A deliberate 

attempt was made to divert colonial earnings from the wealthy class and use them 

instead generally to finance the ‘Welfare State’. As will be seen from the examples 

given later, this was the method consciously adopted even by those working-class 

leaders who had before the war regarded the colonial peoples as their natural allies 

against their capitalist enemies at home. 

 

At first it was presumed that this object could be achieved by maintaining the pre-

war colonial system. Experience soon proved that attempts to do so would be 

disastrous and would only provoke colonial wars, thus dissipating the anticipated 

gains from the continuance of the colonial regime. Britain, in particular, realised 

this at an early stage and the correctness of the British judgement at the time has 

subsequently been demonstrated by the defeat of French colonialism in the Far 

East and Algeria and the failure of the Dutch to retain any of their former colonial 

empire. 

 

The system of neo-colonialism was therefore instituted and in the short run it has 

served the developed powers admirably. It is in the long run that its consequences 

are likely to be catastrophic for them. 

 

Neo-colonialism is based upon the principle of breaking up former large united 

colonial territories into a number of small non-viable States which are incapable of 

independent development and must rely upon the former imperial power for 
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defence and even internal security. Their economic and financial systems are 

linked, as in colonial days, with those of the former colonial ruler. 

 

At first sight the scheme would appear to have many advantages for the developed 

countries of the world. All the profits of neo-colonialism can be secured if, in any 

given area, a reasonable proportion of the States have a neo-colonialist system. It 

is not necessary that they all should have one. Unless small States can combine they 

must be compelled to sell their primary products at prices dictated by the 

developed nations and buy their manufactured goods at the prices fixed by them. 

So long as neo-colonialism can prevent political and economic conditions for 

optimum development, the developing countries, whether they are under neo-

colonialist control or not, will be unable to create a large enough market to support 

industrialisation. In the same way they will lack the financial strength to force the 

developed countries to accept their primary products at a fair price. 

 

In the neo-colonialist territories, since the former colonial power has in theory 

relinquished political control, if the social conditions occasioned by neo-

colonialism cause a revolt the local neo-colonialist government can be sacrificed 

and another equally subservient one substituted in its place. On the other hand, in 

any continent where neo-colonialism exists on a wide scale the same social 

pressures which can produce revolts in neo-colonial territories will also affect those 

States which have refused to accept the system and therefore neo-colonialist nations 

have a ready-made weapon with which they can threaten their opponents if they 

appear successfully to be challenging the system. 

 

These advantages, which seem at first sight so obvious, are, however, on 

examination, illusory because they fail to take into consideration the facts of the 

world today. 

 

The introduction of neo-colonialism increases the rivalry between the great powers 

which was provoked by the old-style colonialism. However little real power the 

government of a neo-colonialist State may possess, it must have, from the very fact 

of its nominal independence, a certain area of manoeuvre. It may not be able to 

exist without a neo-colonialist master but it may still have the ability to change 

masters. 

 

The ideal neo-colonialist State would be one which was wholly subservient to neo-

colonialist interests but the existence of the socialist nations makes it impossible to 

enforce the full rigour of the neo-colonialist system. The existence of an alternative 

system is itself a challenge to the neo-colonialist regime. Warnings about ‘the 

dangers of Communist subversion are likely to be two-edged since they bring to the 

notice of those living under a neo-colonialist system the possibility of a change of 

regime. In fact neo-colonialism is the victim of its own contradictions. In order to 
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make it attractive to those upon whom it is practised it must be shown as capable 

of raising their living standards, but the economic object of neo-colonialism is to 

keep those standards depressed in the interest of the developed countries. It is only 

when this contradiction is understood that the failure of innumerable ‘aid’ 

programmes, many of them well intentioned, can be explained. 

 

In the first place, the rulers of neo-colonial States derive their authority to govern, 

not from the will of the people, but from the support which they obtain from their 

neo-colonialist masters. They have therefore little interest in developing education, 

strengthening the bargaining power of their workers employed by expatriate firms, 

or indeed of taking any step which would challenge the colonial pattern of 

commerce and industry, which it is the object of neo-colonialism to preserve. ‘Aid’, 

therefore, to a neo-colonial State is merely a revolving credit, paid by the neo-

colonial master, passing through the neo-colonial State and returning to the neo-

colonial master in the form of increased profits. 

 

Secondly, it is in the field of ‘aid’ that the rivalry of individual developed States first 

manifests itself. So long as neo-colonialism persists so long will spheres of interest 

persist, and this makes multilateral aid — which is in fact the only effective form of 

aid — impossible. 

 

Once multilateral aid begins the neo-colonialist masters are f aced by the hostility 

of the vested interests in their own country. Their manufacturers naturally object 

to any attempt to raise the price of the raw materials which they obtain from the 

neo-colonialist territory in question, or to the establishment there of manufacturing 

industries which might compete directly or indirectly with their own exports to the 

territory. Even education is suspect as likely to produce a student movement and it 

is, of course, true that in many less developed countries the students have been in 

the vanguard of the fight against neo-colonialism. 

 

In the end the situation arises that the only type of aid which the neo-colonialist 

masters consider as safe is ‘military aid’. 

 

Once a neo-colonialist territory is brought to such a state of economic chaos and 

misery that revolt actually breaks out then, and only then, is there no limit to the 

generosity of the neo-colonial overlord, provided, of course, that the funds supplied 

are utilised exclusively for military purposes. 

 

Military aid in fact marks the last stage of neo-colonialism and its effect is self-

destructive. Sooner or later the weapons supplied pass into the hands of the 

opponents of the neo-colonialist regime and the war itself increases the social 

misery which originally provoked it. 
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Neo-colonialism is a mill-stone around the necks of the developed countries which 

practise it. Unless they can rid themselves of it, it will drown them. Previously the 

developed powers could escape from the contradictions of neo-colonialism by 

substituting for it direct colonialism. Such a solution is no longer possible and the 

reasons for it have been well explained by Mr Owen Lattimore, the United States 

Far Eastern expert and adviser to Chiang Kai-shek in the immediate post-war 

period. He wrote: 

 

‘Asia, which was so easily and swiftly subjugated by conquerors in the eighteenth 

and nineteenth centuries, displayed an amazing ability stubbornly to resist modern 

armies equipped with aeroplanes, tanks, motor vehicles and mobile artillery. 

 

‘Formerly big territories were conquered in Asia with small forces. Income, first of 

all from plunder, then from direct taxes and lastly from trade, capital investments 

and long-term exploitation, covered with incredible speed the expenditure for 

military operations. This arithmetic represented a great temptation to strong 

countries. Now they have run up against another arithmetic, and it discourages 

them.’ 

 

The same arithmetic is likely to apply throughout the less developed world. 

 

This book is therefore an attempt to examine neo-colonialism not only in its 

African context and its relation to African unity, but in world perspective. Neo-

colonialism is by no means exclusively an African question. Long before it was 

practised on any large scale in Africa it was an established system in other parts of 

the world. Nowhere has it proved successful, either in raising living standards or in 

ultimately benefiting countries which have indulged in it. 

 

Marx predicted that the growing gap between the wealth of the possessing classes 

and the workers it employs would ultimately produce a conflict fatal to capitalism 

in each individual capitalist State. 

 

This conflict between the rich and the poor has now been transferred on to the 

international scene, but for proof of what is acknowledged to be happening it is no 

longer necessary to consult the classical Marxist writers. The situation is set out with 

the utmost clarity in the leading organs of capitalist opinion. Take for example the 

following extracts from The Wall Street Journal, the newspaper which perhaps best 

reflects United States capitalist thinking. 

 

In its issue of 12 May 1965, under the headline of ‘Poor Nations’ Plight’, the paper 

first analyses ‘which countries are considered industrial and which backward’. 

There is, it explains, ‘no rigid method of classification’. Nevertheless, it points out: 
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‘A generally used breakdown, however, has recently been maintained by the 

International Monetary Fund because, in the words of an IMF official, “the 

economic demarcation in the world is getting increasingly apparent.”’ The break-

down, the official says, “is based on simple common sense.”’ 

 

In the IMF’s view, the industrial countries are the United States, the United 

Kingdom, most West European nations, Canada and Japan. A special category 

called “other developed areas” includes such other European lands as Finland, 

Greece and Ireland, plus Australia, New Zealand and South Africa. The IMF’s 

“less developed” category embraces all of Latin America and nearly all of the 

Middle East, non-Communist Asia and Africa.’ 

 

In other words the ‘backward’ countries are those situated in the neo-colonial areas. 

 

After quoting figures to support its argument, The Wall Street Journal comments 

on this situation: 

 

‘The industrial nations have added nearly $2 billion to their reserves, which now 

approximate $52 billion. At the same time, the reserves of the less-developed group 

not only have stopped rising, but have declined some $200 million. To analysts 

such as Britain’s Miss Ward, the significance of such statistics is clear: the economic 

gap is rapidly widening “between a white, complacent, highly bourgeois, very 

wealthy, very small North Atlantic elite and everybody else, and this is not a very 

comfortable heritage to leave to one’s children.” 

 

“Everybody else” includes approximately two-thirds of the population of the earth, 

spread through about 100 nations.’ 

 

This is no new problem. In the opening paragraph of his book, The War on World 

Poverty, written in 1953, the present British Labour leader, Mr Harold Wilson, 

summarised the major problem of the world as he then saw it: 

 

‘For the vast majority of mankind the most urgent problem is not war, or 

Communism, or the cost of living, or taxation. It is hunger. Over 1,500,000,000 

people, some-thing like two-thirds of the world’s population, are living in 

conditions of acute hunger, defined in terms of identifiable nutritional disease. This 

hunger is at the same time the effect and the cause of the poverty, squalor and 

misery in which they live.’ 

 

Its consequences are likewise understood. The correspondent of The Wall Street 

Journal previously quoted, underlines them: 
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‘... many diplomats and economists view the implications as overwhelmingly — and 

dangerously — political. Unless the present decline can be reversed, these analysts 

fear, the United States and other wealthy industrial powers of the West face the 

distinct possibility, in the words of British economist Barbara Ward, “of a sort of 

international class war”.’ 

 

What is lacking are any positive proposals for dealing with the situation. All that 

The Wall Street Journal’s correspondent can do is to point out that the traditional 

methods recommended for curing the evils are only likely to make the situation 

worse. 

 

It has been argued that the developed nations should effectively assist the poorer 

parts of the world, and that the whole world should be turned into a Welfare State. 

However, there seems little prospect that anything of this sort could be achieved. 

The so-called ‘aid’ programmes to help backward economies represent, according 

to a rough U.N. estimate, only one half of one per cent of the total income of 

industrial countries. But when it comes to the prospect of increasing such aid the 

mood is one of pessimism: 

 

‘A large school of thought holds that expanded share-the-wealth schemes are 

idealistic and impractical. This school contends climate, undeveloped human 

skills, lack of natural resources and other factors — not just lack of money — retard 

economic progress in many of these lands, and that the countries lack personnel 

with the training or will to use vastly expanded aid effectively. Share-the-wealth 

schemes, according to this view, would be like pouring money down a bottomless 

well, weakening the donor nations without effectively curing the ills of the 

recipients.’ 

 

The absurdity of this argument is demonstrated by the fact that every one of the 

reasons quoted to prove why the less developed parts of the world cannot be 

developed applied equally strongly to the present developed countries in the period 

prior to their development. The argument is only true in this sense. The less 

developed world will not become developed through the goodwill or generosity of 

the developed powers. It can only become developed through a struggle against the 

external forces which have a vested interest in keeping it undeveloped. 

 

Of these forces, neo-colonialism is, at this stage of history, the principal. 

 

I propose to analyse neo-colonialism, first, by examining the state of the African 

continent and showing how neo-colonialism at the moment keeps it artificially 

poor. Next, I propose to show how in practice African Unity, which in itself can 

only be established by the defeat of neo-colonialism, could immensely raise African 

living standards. From this beginning, I propose to examine neo-colonialism 
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generally, first historically and then by a consideration of the great international 

monopolies whose continued stranglehold on the neo-colonial sectors of the world 

ensures the continuation of the system. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

In the Introduction I attempted to set out the dilemma now facing the world. The 

conflict between rich and poor in the second half of the nineteenth century and 

the first half of the twentieth, which was fought out between the rich and the poor 

in the developed nations of the world ended in a compromise. Capitalism as a 

system disappeared from large areas of the world, but where socialism was 

established it was in its less developed rather than its more developed parts and, 

in fact, the revolt against capitalism had its greatest successes in those areas where 

early neo-colonialism had been most actively practised. In the industrially more 

developed countries, capitalism, far from disappearing, became infinitely 

stronger. This strength was only achieved by the sacrifice of two principles which 

had inspired early capitalism, namely the subjugation of the working classes 

within each individual country and the exclusion of the State from any say in the 

control of capitalist enterprise. 

 

By abandoning these two principles and substituting for them ‘welfare states’ 

based on high working-class living standards and on a State-regulated capitalism 

at home, the developed countries succeeded in exporting their internal problem 

and transferring the conflict between rich and poor from the national to the 

international stage. 

 

Marx had argued that the development of capitalism would produce a crisis 

within each individual capitalist State because within each State the gap between 

the ‘haves’ and the ‘have nots’ would widen to a point where a conflict was 

inevitable and that it would be the capitalists who would be defeated. The basis 

of his argument is not invalidated by the fact that the conflict, which he had 

predicted as a national one, did not everywhere take place on a national scale but 

has been transferred instead to the world stage. World capitalism has postponed 

its crisis but only at the cost of transforming it into an international crisis. The 

danger is now not civil war within individual States provoked by intolerable 

conditions within those States, but international war provoked ultimately by the 

misery of the majority of mankind who daily grow poorer and poorer. 

 

When Africa becomes economically free and politically united, the monopolists 

will come face to face with their own working class in their own countries, and a 

new struggle will arise within which the liquidation and collapse of imperialism 

will be complete. 
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As this book has attempted to show, in the same way as the internal crisis of 

capitalism within the developed world arose through the uncontrolled action of 

national capital, so a greater crisis is being provoked today by similar 

uncontrolled action of international capitalism in the developing parts of the 

world. Before the problem can be solved it must at least be understood. It cannot 

be resolved merely by pretending that neo-colonialism does not exist. It must be 

realised that the methods at present employed to solve the problem of world 

poverty are not likely to yield any result other than to extend the crisis. 

 

Speaking in 1951, the then President of the United States, Mr Truman, said, ‘The 

only kind of war we seek is the good old fight against man’s ancient enemies. . . 

poverty, disease, hunger and illiteracy.’ Sentiments of a similar nature have been 

re-echoed by all political leaders in the developed world but the stark fact 

remains: whatever wars may have been won since 1951, none of them is the war 

against poverty, disease, hunger and illiteracy. However little other types of war 

have been deliberately sought, they are the only ones which have been waged. 

Nothing is gained by assuming that those who express such views are insincere. 

The position of the leaders of the developed capitalist countries of the world are, 

in relation to the great neo-colonialist international combines, very similar to that 

which Lord Macaulay described as existing between the directors of the East 

India Company and their agent, Warren Hastings, who, in the eighteenth century, 

engaged in the wholesale plunder of India. Macaulay wrote: 

 

‘The Directors, it is true, never enjoined or applauded any crime. Far from it. 

Whoever examines their letters written at the time will find there are many just 

and humane sentiments, many excellent precepts, in short, an admirable code of 

political ethics. But each exultation is modified or nullified by a demand for 

money. . . . We by no means accuse or suspect those who framed these dispatches 

of hypocrisy. It is probable that, written 15,000 miles from the place where their 

orders were to be carried into effect, they never perceived the gross inconsistency 

of which they were guilty. But the inconsistency was at once manifest to their 

lieutenant in Calcutta. 

 

‘... Hastings saw that it was absolutely necessary for him to disregard either the 

moral discourses or the pecuniary requisitions of his employers. Being forced to 

disobey them in something, he had to consider what kind of disobedience they 

would most readily pardon; and he correctly judged that the safest course would 

be to neglect the sermons and to find the rupees.' 

 

Today the need both to maintain a welfare state, i.e. a parasite State at home, and 

to support a huge and ever-growing burden of armament costs makes it absolutely 

essential for developed capitalist countries to secure the maximum return in profit 
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from such parts of the international financial complex as they control. However 

much private capitalism is exhorted to bring about rapid development and a rising 

standard of living in the less developed areas of the world, those who manipulate 

the system realise the inconsistency between doing this and producing at the same 

time the funds necessary to maintain the sinews of war and the welfare state at 

home. They know when it comes to the issue they will be excused if they fail to 

provide for a world-wide rise in the standard of living. They know they will never 

be forgiven it they betray the system and produce a crisis at home which either 

destroys the affluent State or interferes with its military preparedness. 

 

Appeals to capitalism to work out a cure for the division of the world into rich 

and poor are likely to have no better result than the appeals of the Directors of the 

East India Company to Warren Hastings to ensure social justice in India. Faced 

with a choice, capitalism, like Hastings, will come down on the side of 

exploitation. 

 

Is there then no method of avoiding the inevitable world conflict occasioned by 

an international class war? To accept that world conflict is inevitable is to reject 

any belief in co-existence or in the policy of non-alignment as practised at present 

by many of the countries attempting to escape from neo-colonialism. A way out 

is possible. 

 

To start with, for the first time in human history the potential material resources 

of the world are so great that there is no need for there to be rich and poor. It is 

only the organisation to deploy these potential resources that is lacking. Effective 

world pressure can force such a redeployment, but world pressure is not exercised 

by appeals, however eloquent, or by arguments, however convincing. It is only 

achieved by deeds. It is necessary to secure a world realignment so that those who 

are at the moment the helpless victims of a system will be able in the future to 

exert a counter pressure. Such counter pressures do not lead to war. On the 

contrary, it is often their absence which constitutes the threat to peace. 

 

A parallel can be drawn with the methods by which direct colonialism was ended. 

No imperial power has ever granted independence to a colony unless the forces 

were such that no other course was possible, and there are many instances where 

independence was only achieved by a war of liberation, but there are many other 

instances when no such war occurred. The very organisation of the forces of 

independence within the colony was sufficient to convince the imperial power 

that resistance to independence would be impossible or that the political and 

economic consequences of a colonial war outweighed any advantage to be gained 

by retaining the colony. 
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In the earlier chapters of this book I have set out the argument for African unity 

and have explained how this unity would destroy neo-colonialism in Africa. In 

later chapters I have explained how strong is the world position of those who 

profit from neo-colonialism. Nevertheless, African unity is something which is 

within the grasp of the African people. The foreign firms who exploit our 

resources long ago saw the strength to be gained from acting on a Pan-African 

scale. By means of interlocking directorships, cross-shareholdings and other 

devices, groups of apparently different companies have formed, in fact, one 

enormous capitalist monopoly. The only effective way to challenge this economic 

empire and to recover possession of our heritage, is for us also to act on a Pan-

African basis, through a Union Government. 

 

No one would suggest that if all the peoples of Africa combined to establish their 

unity their decision could be revoked by the forces of neo-colonialism. On the 

contrary, faced with a new situation, those who practise neo-colonialism would 

adjust themselves to this new balance of world forces in exactly the same way as 

the capitalist world has in the past adjusted itself to any other change in the 

balance of power. 

 

The danger to world peace springs not from the action of those who seek to end 

neo-colonialism but from the inaction of those who allow it to continue. To argue 

that a third world war is not inevitable is one thing, to suppose that it can be 

avoided by shutting our eyes to the development of a situation likely to produce 

it is quite another matter. 

 

If world war is not to occur it must be prevented by positive action. This positive 

action is within the power of the peoples of those areas of the world which now 

suffer under neocolonialism but it is only within their power if they act at once, 

with resolution and in unity. 
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Questions for students 
 

• What are the basic tenets of Nkrumaism in your opinion. Focus on 4-6. 

• Looking at Africa today, justify the assertion that Dr Nkrumah’s speech was 

prophetic. 

• Why did the pan-Africanists choose a weaker union? 

• Assess the proposals that Nkrumah presented. 

• How would rural people benefit from an African without borders? 

• Review literature on Nkrumaism and generate 5-8 themes. 

• What factors impact AU’s sovereignty today? 

• How could Nkrumaism impact the work of social workers today? 

 

Questions and topics for researchers  
 

• The roles of the African Union in promoting the goals of social work and 

social development. 

• Examine the roles of the Social Affairs Commission of the AU. 

• What are the views of selected respondents on Africanism, pan-Africanism 

or Nkrumaism. 

• Is Africanism in conflict with goals of the United Nations? What are the 

disadvantages of the United Nations to Africa? 

• Use Nkrumaism as a framework to study decolonisation or neo-colonisation 

in a selected community, village, town, country or region. 

• How is currency used to perpetuate neo-colonialism? You are 

recommended to read articles about use of the French currency in Africa. 

• What are the arguments of modern Nkrumaists? 

 

 

We hope you will find this resource useful in your social work learning, practice or 

teaching.  
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